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of the National Department of
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Agriculture on the Agricultural
Industry Development
Programme (AIDP) for the
past 5 years. This Internship
Programme administered by
the Department of Agriculture
has as aim and objective to
provide graduated learners
with practical work experience
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In this, the first of a number of articles on the ESO
QUESTION OF THE
MONTH
What are the economic
implications of converting to
organic agriculture?

Access Management, Create User is discussed
as it is the function that enables the adding of
users and the assignment of user rights.

to keep track of new users as they are added to
the System.

Roll-Out of
Extension Suite
Online Beyond
South Africa
As reported in Issue 01 (August
2009), Manstrat has embarked upon
a process of marketing Extension
Suite Online to interest groups and
stakeholders within SADC to

Revamping the Horticultural Problem Solver

establish the demand for such an
Agricultural Decision Support

Often the cause of a problem cannot be identified precisely and the role of the
“Problem-Solver” on Extension Suite Online is to assist with the identification process.

system within the wider region. As a
first step a meeting was held with
officials of the FANR (SADC Food,
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the most likely one is again
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The Symptoms of a problem such

selected (e.g. caterpillars

practices to reduce or prevent the
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Specific pest are then displayed
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Online was very positive and it was

measures including, for example,
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This is the first main function
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this end it was agreed that a

the easiest and most logical way of

of the “Problem-Solver” –
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identifying the cause.
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drawn up that outlines the roles and
responsibilities of each party in this

Q: How can a user keep track of his/her
information path within ESO?

S

A: Extension Suite Online is made up of an
abundance of useful and informative content.
To ensure the user a comprehensive

module is selected, its own Sidebar
that, once selected, will be displayed in
the Content panel.

information search, a logical navigation system
to comfortably guide the user to required
sections, and to keep track of the user’s
information path, was built into Extension Suite
Online.

regard.

presents the user with a myriad of options

Manstrat

Throughout the navigation process
described above a user will be able to
track his/her information path within the
sidebar bookmarker and the content panel

Manstrat cc
Manstrat Agricultural Intelligence
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Manstrat Consulting (Pty) Ltd.

bookmarker. These bookmarkers point
The Extension Suite Online Main navigation bar

out exactly within which module the user

directs the user to the different Navigation tabs.

is, what the position in the sidebar is, the

From there the user may select one of the
various, clearly defined icons in the next step,
namely the Main menu bar. Once a

position within the contents panel, and
what the title is of the information currently
on display.
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